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“To develop a center for academic excellence and get recognized globally in the field of 

value-added based pharmaceutical education building competent pharmacist imparting 

quality pharmacy education to them”. 

 

 

 

“To ensure achieving of the potential and growing needs of higher technical education, 

inspiring pharmacy students from both rural and urban areas with updated technologies, 

methodologies, well acquainted knowledge and training skill-sets, serving needs of pharmacy 

discipline and society in future”. 

 A brief statement of mission mentioned here is applied to the B. Pharmacy program. 

A few important keywords are identified and defined in order to formulate program 

educational objectives (PEOs). 

 

 

 

The program is intended to impart pharmaceutical education. The highlights are: a) 

International standards, M1: To produce qualified and competent pharmacists of 

international standards through outcome-based and self-learning strategies. b) Pharmacists 

of highest caliber, M2: To promote innovation-oriented and problem-based research 

capabilities in the young pharmacists to foster the progress of the society. 

c) Upholding human values, M3: To inculcate strong ethical values and good professional  

behavior, so as to adapt and absorb emerging changes in the field of 

1.1 Programme Educational Objectives (PEO’s)   

Process of defining Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) of the B. Pharmacy attends 

the following expansive aspects. 

VISION 

MISSION 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOs). 
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“How our graduates becomes Life Long Learners absorbing updated pharmacy  

knowledge” 

“What values our graduates should have, to foster the progress of society” 

“How our graduates would play a leadership role in multidisciplinary healthcare team” 

 

 PEO 1: The budding pharmacists shall well familiar with the armaments of 

scientifically updated knowledge, research aptitude, scholastic temperament, developing 

proactive and technically sound professionals, enduring competitive world of industry and 

higher studies like M. Pharm., Pharma. MBA, MS, etc. 

 

 PEO 2: The students shall infuse with the ethics, moral values and veracity of 

human touch and sense of responsibility towards social deliberations. 

 

 PEO 3: Contribution of students for the cause of community and societal needs to 

mitigate social obligation and benefits through pharmacy education.  

 

 PEO 4: Life-long learning of pharmacy education by the students with more relevant 

current and contemporary needs including hands on laboratory experience to compete 

successfully in local, national and global pharmaceutical field. 
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3. Mrs. Bidkar SJ 

4. Mr. Dhavale Pankaj 

5. Mr. Nalawade Ganesh 

6. Miss Naykodi Pradna 

EDITORIAL 

          The edition of the annual college 

magazine is brought to you mark 

Sharadchandra pawar college of pharmacy’s 

13 years of excellence. 

       This statement has proved to be true in 

our case. Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

pharmacy’s 13 years of establishment has 

shown that it has come a long way in 

fulfilling the expectations of many through 

its Academic excellence. Every year which 

has passed, has always added to its growth. 

To re-live some such memories of the past 

years, efforts have been made to show the 

enthusiasm of the students in various fields. 

        The magazine continues to expand its 

reach to achieve its vision of being a truly 

representative of the Sharadchandra Pawar 

College of pharmacy. 

      The Editorial Board hopes to build on this 

ethos just as much during the upcoming 

academic years. 
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1. SYLLABUS ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

SGMSPM's Sharadchandra Pawar college 

of Pharmacy, Dumberwadi, Otur arranged 

the workshop for the execution of 

Savitribai Phule Pune university syllabus 

(2015 CGBS pattern) for the subject 

PHARMACOGNOSY on date 21th July 

2016. The workshop was organized with 

an objective to include the topics in 

Analytical Pharmacognosy and Extraction 

Technology (APET) of semester V and 

Natural Drug Technology of semester VII 

of department of Pharmacognosy. The 

other objectives were to allot the number 

of hours for each chapter and books to be 

referred for individual topics. The resource 

persons Dr. R.B. Jadhav, Principal, 

Sawkar college of Pharmacy, Satara, Dr. 

M.J. Chavan, Amrutvahini college of 

Pharmacy, Sangamner, Dr. Santosh 

Bhujbal, Pad. Dr. D.Y. Patil Institute of 

Pharmaceutical Education and Research, 

Pimapri, Pune, Dr. Amol Kharat, Modern 

college of Pharmacy, Moshi, Pune and Mr. 

Jayant S. Bidkar Sharadchandra Pawar 

college of Pharmacy, Otur gave their 

master sentiments for expansion and 

erasure of points in Pharmacognosy 

subject. The workshop was concluded by 

Prof. Jayant Bidkar and vote of thanks was 

given by Prof. Harshal Tare.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. MEDICINAL PLANTATION 

The SGMSP’s Shri Sharad Chandra Pawar 

College of pharmacy, Dumberwadi, Otur 

conducted a Medicinal plantation 

progranmme on occasion of the ‘World 

Environment Day (WED) in the college 

Premises. On date 16/08/2016 the 

plantations of 14 (Fourteen) plants was 

done in the campus. The students thrown 

approximately 60-70 prepared SEED-

BALLS along the roadside across 

Dumbarwadi - Otur - Madh and Malshej 

Ghat. World Environment Day is the 

United Nations day for encouraging 

worldwide awareness and action to protect 
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our environment. Since it began in 

1974, the event was celebrated by planting 

varieties of plants in and out premises. 

Awareness about the importance of green 

cover in maintaining eco-balance and to 

generate the awareness in the society of 

medicinal plants. On this occasion students 

actively participated in throwing of SEED-

BALLS also create awareness in local 

people regarding the SEED-BALLS and 

Plantation. The event was smoothly 

carried out under the guidance of Hon. 

Principal Dr. Ganesh Y. Dama sir, and 

Prof. Jayant S.Bidkar sir.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. ENVIRONMENT FIELD TRIP 

Sharadchandra Pawar college of pharmacy 

Otur arranged the environment field trip 

for second year B. Pharm students at 

Avasari Ghat.. The purpose of the visit 

was to study the forest ecosystem and 

study related medicinal plant species. 

Environment field trip is a part of 

curriculum to produce awareness to 

student about natural resources, energy 

conservation, pollution, nuclear hazards 

and disaster management to understand 

their responsibilities toward the nature. 

The students gained a thorough exposure 

to different ecosystems, plant species, and 

their uses. Students were explained 

regarding extinction of leopards in India 

and also existence of Rehabilitation centre 

for leopards.   
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4. CONVOCATION CEREMONY 

An organization of the convocation 

ceremony to award the degree to 2015-16 

pass out B. Pharm. students was done on 

January 26th, 2017 in the function hall of 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy. Dr. Vaibhav Gaykar a well 

known gynaecologist from Otur was 

present as a guest of honour for the 

ceremony to deliver the convocation 

speech. Vice President of SGMSPM Mr 

Shrihari Tambe was present as a 

management representative. Principal Dr. 

G. Y. Dama, the chief guest delivered the 

key note address wherein he addressed 

about the four year journey of awardees in 

the SPCOP.  He added on the future 

opportunities for the pass candidate and 

assured to extend helping hand for their 

professional career in future. The guest of 

honour Dr. Vaibhav Gaykar in his 

convocation speech advised the awardees 

to build their career in their area of interest 

in pharma field like Production, 

Marketing, Quality assurance, Regulatory 

affairs etc.  Mr. sunil Harer expressed the 

vote of thanks then the event of 

distribution of the Degree Certificates was 

conducted. Certificates were distributed by 

the dignitaries, Principal and other 

invitees. 
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5. SYLLABUS FRAMING WORKSHOP-2017 

SGMSPM’s Sharadchandra Pawar college 

of pharmacy, Dumberwadi, Otur organized 

the syllabus framing workshop for the 

implementation of Savitribai Phule Pune 

university (2015 pattern syllabus) for the 

subject PHARMACOGNOSY on date 28 

th February 2017 in college campus. The 

workshop was organized for the teaching 

staff of subject: Pharmacognosy to led 

down the guidelines for teaching and 

framing the Pharmacognosy subject for 

Natural Product chemistry of Semester VI 

and Natural Product: CIR of Semester 

VIII. The session was opened for the brain 

storming discussion of syllabus framing. 

Participants and invited scholars gave their 

expert opinions for addition and deletion 

of topics in Pharmacognosy syllabus. The 

experts of subject Dr. M.J. Chavan, 

Amrutvahini college of Pharmacy, 

Sangamner, Dr. Santosh Surana, J.D. 

pawar college of Pharmacy, Manur, 

Kalwan, Dr. Ajay Surana, SMBT college 

of Pharmacy, Dhamangaon, Dr. Sanjay 

Jain N.J.SSDJ College of Pharmacy, 

Chandwad, Mr. Sumeet Deore Sandip 

foundation college of Pharmacy, Nashik 

and Mr. Jayant S. Bidkar Sharadchandra 

Pawar college of Pharmacy, Otur were 

invited to discuss the syllabus by chapter 

wise.  

6. CELEBRATIONS OF NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY 

On the occasion of National Science Day 

field visit was carried out GMRT (Giant 

Metrewave Radio Telescope) is located in 

Narayangaon, Pune on 28th February 2017, 

especially for final year B. Pharmacy & M. 

Pharmacy students of Sharadchandra 

Pawar College of Pharmacy, Otur. It is 

operated by the National Centre for Radio 

Astrophysics, a part of the Tata Institute of 

Fundamental Research, Mumbai. Each 

year on National science day the 

observatory invites the public & students 

from colleges in the surrounding area to 

visit the site where they can listen to 

explanations of radio astronomy, receiver 

technology and astronomy from the 

engineers and astronomers who work 

there.  
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7. ONE DAYS INTERVIEW SESSION 

A Interview session was initiated by 

welcome address by Dr. G. Y. Dama, 

Principal, Sharadchandra College of 

Pharmacy by focusing on Importance & 

usefulness of Interview. Mr. Tare H. L. 

welcome all participants students and 

Panel of Experts. There were 60 students  

participated in the Interview and were 

assessed on various parameters including 

Knowledge, Communication, Confidence, 

Body Language, Dressing Sense, Group 

Discussion etc. by expert panel Prof 

S.J.Bidkar & Miss. Ghadage Deepali. 

panels of experts to take one to one 

personal interview of students. Students 

were assessed on Basic Technical 

Concepts, Recent advancements in 

technologies and applications. In Personal 

Interview students were also assessed on 

Communication, Confidence, Body 

language, Appearance and were given 

marks by using scale. The last Session of 

Interview was conducted by Dr. G. Y. 

Dama, Principal, Sharadchandra College 

of Pharmacy by discussing observations 

with the students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. ONE DAY SEMINAR  ON GPAT PREPARATION & GUIDANCE 

Dr. C. Bothiraja, Associate Professor, 

Poona College of Pharmacy, Pune, 

Maharashtra was invited as a speaker on 

27th Aug, 2016 for delivering seminar on 

the topic “GPAT Preparation & Guidance 

“for Final Year B. Pharmacy students. Dr. 

C. Bothiraja has delivered many lectures 

regarding of GPAT preparation at various 

institutes. He has elaborated the basic 

fundamental of subjects. He discussed 

about the tricks for preparation of notes 

along with list of reference books to be 

used in the preparation of subject. In the 

Second Session of the Seminar, students 

interacted with speaker and simplified 

their difficulties. This seminar was ended 
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with Vote of thanks by Mrs. Bidkar S. J. to 

the Management of SGMSPM’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy, Principal Dr.G.Y.Dama sir, all 

Teaching and Non-Teaching staff for their 

support to organize this seminar. The 

present seminar would likely to be 

beneficial and fruitful to the Final year B. 

Pharm students in the preparation of 

GPAT examination. 

 

9. SOFT SKILL DEVELOPMENT, COMMUNICATION AND PERSONALITY  

      DEVELOPMENT 

A Three month’s training program was 

organized on the topic of “Soft Skill 

Development, Communication and 

personality Development”. It was 

organized over the Final Year B. Pharm. 

students in the month of August to October 

2016.  The training program was delivered 

by Mrs. Afreen Mokashi, a resource 

person from Planet Angel English Medium 

School, Junnar, Pune. Inauguration of the 

program was done at the hands of 

Principal, Dr. G. Y. Dama sir & Director 

of the Planet Angel English Medium 

School. It was followed by felicitation of 

all the dignitaries on the dais by offering 

flower bouquet and shawl.  Key note 

address was put forth by Principal, Dr. G. 

Y. Dama Sir and further opening of 

session was performed by Mrs. Afreen 

Mokashi. The training was provided for 6 

hours every Saturday continued for 

consecutive three months. Training 

program was quiet worthful to the Final 

Year B. Pharm. students. Event was 

concluded with vote of thanks by Prof P. 

N. Gurjar to the Management, Principal, 

teaching & non teaching staff, students.  
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10. INDUSTRIAL VISIT - GLENMARK PVT. LTD., NASHIK 

Industrial visit was carried out at 

Glenmark Pvt. Ltd., Nashik on 

10thSeptember, 2016 especially for 

students and staff. The intention of the 

visit was to have interaction with the 

scientist of the organization on issues like 

advancements in the areas like analytical 

and formulation development, projects 

undertaken by Glenmark and opportunities 

for the students for training and placement. 

The 50 students left for visit at 5.30 a.m. in 

morning and took about four hours to 

cover the distance. The company is located 

at Sinner, MIDC in Nashik city. Mr. Nitin 

Deshmukh, General Manager (R&D) had 

explained the organizational structure, 

research areas of the top level officials and 

their responsibilities in Glenmark and 

facilities available for development of 

product for global and domestic market. 

He also elaborated the presence of 

Glenmark worldwide. During visit Mr. 

Kavde, Group Leader, Analytical 

department thoroughly discussed the 

ongoing activities in analytical department 

for development of solid, topical and 

inhalation products. Glenmark Research 

Center has created state-of-the art GMP 

&R&D facilities where the students has 

visited all the departments and had good 

interaction with their scientist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. INDUSTRIAL VISIT - BIOERA LTD., PUNE 

One Day Industrial visit was carried out at 

BioEra Ltd., Pune on 9thOctober, 2016 

especially students. The main objective 

behind the visit was to make student aware 

about various activities of industry 

especially in relation to marketing, 
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financing and human resource etc. which 

are carried out in company and give them 

feel of employees as soon as they start 

their career.  Total 50 students visited 

company and they were guided by Mr. 

Ketan Sharma, Senior executive to canteen 

for breakfast where during breakfast, 

company’s culture was described by the 

officer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

12. CELEBRATIONS OF ANNUAL FEST 

‘JALLOSH’ the Annual Fest 2016-17 has 

been organized in Sharadchandra Pawar 

college of Pharmacy, Otur as a part of 

curriculum.  Apart from the academic 

activities the students are also involved in 

various extra-curricular & Co-curricular 

activities organized at inter college as well 

as Intra collegiate level. Student council 

committee or Gymkhana committee is in 

charge for organizing, co-coordinating & 

education of all these activities. This year 

Annual Fest, ‘JALLOSH’ has been 

conducted in Sharadchandra Pawar college 

of Pharmacy, during 18th Feb to 24th 

February 2017. Due to some critical 

circumstances stage programmes were 

conducted on 10th& 11th of March 2017. 

During this period schedule for the various 

sports and cultural activities has been 

prepared and events were conducted 

according to the schedule only. Various 

sports like cricket, volley ball, badminton, 

carrom, chess has been conducted for 

students. Various competitions like 

Rangoli, mehendi, salad decoration, 

photography, window’s movie making, 

graphity, fun fair etc are organized during 

the schedule. Variety of days like saree 

day, twins day, mismatch day, retro day, 

black & white day etc are kept for 

students. This year Principal Dr. Dama sir 

invited a Social Worker Mrs. Patwardhan 

Sumitra &Dr.Shewale, for prize 

distribution ceremony. The entire event 
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was covered by the ThirdYear B. Pharm. 

Gymkhana committee members with the 

guidance of Principal Dr. Dama sir & 

cultural Incharge Mrs. Shital J. Bidkar 

with   their excellent photography skills. 

Anchoring of programme has been done 

by Mr. Bidkar Jayant S. 
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13. PHARMA MODEL EXPO 2K16 

A Pharma Model Expo was organized at 

Shardchandra Pawar College of Pharmacy 

here on 2nd September 2016 on the 

occasion of late Shri. Vilasrao Tambe sir 

69th Jayanti. Mr. Vaibhav Tambe, 

Honorable Secretary of Shri Gajanan 

Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak Mandal 

inaugurated it. The students were exhibited 

models on various topics related to heart 

surgery, Retina & eye, Smoke free 

cigarette, Lung air capacity measurement 

apparatus, Model of lung, Metabolic cage, 

Tablet disintegration, Antiurolithiatic 

activity, IVF, Steam distillation, 

Absorption & adulterations, Biodegradable 

pharmaceutical packing material, Female 

reproductive system, Brain model, Flow of 

blood, Drug transfer system, Various 

source of energy required running of 

pharmaceutical electrical equipments etc. 

Dr. Dama G. Y., Principal, Sharadchandra 

Pawar College of Pharmacy, Otur, told 

that the exhibition was organized with the 

key objectives of bringing the hidden 

talents of students and with a focus on 

creating more awareness of science, 

pharmaceutical technology and 

engineering.  He also summed up the true 

essence of this exhibition by saying 

Pharmacy & technology gives us tools of 

immense power and as with any other 

form of power. Mr. Wakale V.S., 

Coordinator, Pharma Model Expo thanked 

all the teaching and non-teaching staff for 

making this event grand. 
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14. MOTIVATIONAL SPEECH  

In premises of Shri Gajanan Maharaj 

Shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy. Cultural Incharge Mrs. Bidkar 

S.J. presents the keynote address and given 

introduction of our honorable guest Dr. 

Mirja Baig. She explained the background 

and purpose of arrangement of the 

program is not only comedy as well as 

motivational  program by Dr. Mirja Baig. 

Sir shared his views and delivers the 

lecture for students Motivation and 

increases the enthusiasm of student. His 

comedy show is very popular on 

television. He present his popular poem, 

Jangdgutta. In front of all student and staff 

he present number of poems and gave 

motivational speech. He explains his 

opinions about education deliver 

motivational poems. He motivates staff 

and student to healthy enjoyment with 

reading books poems. Finally he explain 

the overall all type of Motivational Kavita 

which gave energy for study to all students 

.In this Way comedy hasya samrat 

program was celebrated with the Social 

awareness we thanked him for his kind 

attendance to this program.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (IPR) - AN OVERVIEW 

A Guest lecture was organized on the topic 

titled as intellectual property rights on 12th 

Nov.  2016.  Miss. Srividya Ravi   Patent 

Associate at Gnanlex Hermeneutics Pvt. 

Ltd. The program was opened up with 

Felicitation of guest by the Principal Dr. 

G.Y.Dama by offering flower bouquet and 

wherein he explained the background of 

seminar. Miss. Srividya Ravi guided to the 

students regarding Intellectual property 

right and information related to various 

Patents and Trades. She discussed recent 

up gradations of IPR in Pharmaceutical 

industries. She discussed with the students 

regarding various rules & regulation for 

the application of project for patent.  She 
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also guided about process patent and 

product patent, copyrights, trade secret. 

She discussed all recent battles between 

well known companies regarding 

copyright issues. They also elaborated the 

information regarding World Trade 

Organization (WTO), TRIPS agreement 

and TRIMS. She discussed about what is 

WTO, TRIPS, and TRIMS. TRIPS also 

provide that the term of protection. She 

discussed about various up gradations and 

new things arise in the field of IPR. She 

delivered thorough & Valuable knowledge 

to all students which will be beneficial in 

their future life. Session was end up with 

vote of thanks by Mr. J. S. Bidkar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Term_of_patent
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16. ROAD SAFETY ABHIYAN NSS REGULAR ACTIVITY 

Traffic awareness seminar was held at 

Bramhanwada Road, Otur, on September 

30, 2016 by representatives from Traffic 

Police, Otur, Junnar. Mr. Thorat  Sir, API,  

Cell Traffic Police, Otur. Informative 

lectures to the students.  They informed 

the students that owning to the violation of 

traffic rules on roads by underage driving 

roads have become very unsafe, especially 

for school children.  They presented 

shocking statistics connected with road 

rage. According to Road Accident 

Statistics India 1214 road crashes occur 

every day in India. 20 children under the 

age of 14 die every day due to road crashes 

in the country. One serious road accident 

in ‘the country occurs every minute and 16 

people die on Indian roads every hour.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. NSS SPECIAL ACTIVITY 2016-17 

The students of Sharadchandra Pawar 

college of pharmacy participated in the 

N.S.S camp in the village Dingore from 

17th to 23rd jan 2017. The number of 

student – volunteers participated in the 

camp was 25, along with 10 Students as 

NSS Volunteers, 2 faculty members and 2 

technical assistants of our college. The 

camp created awareness on issues like- 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan, Importance of 

education, Tree Plantation, save girl child 

and educate girl child and save water 

through street plays at various schools, 

Bus stop, Mandir and different places of 

Dingore. 
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18. SWACHHA BHARAT ABHIYAN AT DUMBERWADI 

In pursuant to the vision of Swachhta 

Abhiyan, SPCOP college of Pharmacy 

organized a special cleanness drive under 

the guidance of principal Dr.Dama G.Y 

and Faculty members. A committee of 

students was framed to monitor and 

coordinate various activities in and outside 

the institute to make this drive success. 

This event was given a start on 

28th September 2016 at 11 am from 

Institute premise. With a motivational 

speech delivered by Principal Dr. Dama 

G.Y, SPCOP faculty along with students 

started cleaning drive immediately after 

distribution of equipment’s. With a no 

time, everyone got involved in cleaning of 

college campus. Students were seen with a 

great zeal to clean their class rooms, play 

grounds, garden areas and others. Few 

students also swiped entrance area and 

porch areas cleanling of college 

surrounding area and Dumberwadi village.  

On the closure of day one’s clean activity, 

Mr. Devhadrao Nitin  ended the 

event/activity by making students pledge 

that it is the duty of each one of us to keep 

and maintain cleanliness of our 

surroundings.  
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19. BLOOD DONATION CAMP (2016-17) 

A blood Donation camp was organized by 

Yvapari association & Rotary club 

Alephata in collaboration with KrantiMitra 

Mandala Trusts Pune Blood Bank, 

hadapsar, Pune. A Blood donation camp 

was held in Bharat Bhavan, Alephata on 8 

from 8.00 a.m. to 6.00p.m. Our students & 

staff of SGMSPM’S Sharadchandra Pawar 

College of Pharmacy, Otur. Were always 

actively participated in blood donation 

camp. Our college offer transportation 

facilities to our students & staff. In this 

camp overwhelming the no. of students of 

our college.  Some of the donors who 

could not donate blood this time were 

assured for donation in the next camp. 

Many volunteers of rare blood group have 

donated the blood in the camp.   At the end 

of blood donation camp organization give 

a certificate of appreciation, donation card, 

pen drive & refreshment to each donar as a 

token of gratitude. 
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20. CELEBRATION OF CONSTITUTION’S DAY 

Constitution’s Day is celebrated annually 

on 26thNovember in premises of Shri 

Gajanan Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak 

Mandal’s Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy. On this day all the teaching and 

nonteaching Faculty comes together and 

celebrate this day. It is an important 

occasion for all of us to pause for a 

moment to reflect on ourselves to 

appreciate importance of Constitution. The 

Government of India declared 26 

November as Constitution Day on 19 

November 2015 by a gazette notification. 

The Prime Minister of India Narendra 

Modi made the declaration on 11th October 

2015 while laying the foundation stone of 

the B. R. Ambedkar's Statue of 

Equality memorial in Mumbai. On this day 

few staff member deliver speech on 

Constitution’s day includes the action of 

raising the status of human being through 

education, On this day Principal sir 

delivered talk on Importance of knowledge 

of Constitution in our day today life to all 

the teaching and nonteaching faculty of 

SPCOP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21. CELEBRATION OF WOMEN’S DAY  

International Women’s Day was celibrated  

on 8th March in premises of Shri Gajanan 

Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy.  This day was celebrated in 

many countries around the world. It is a 

day when women are recognised for their 

achievements without regard to divisions 

whether national, ethnic, linguistic, 

cultural, economic or political. Our college 

always promoted women or ladies staff for 

equal participation of women as equal 

partners with men in achieving sustainable 

development peace, security and full 

respect for human rights. On this day 

Principal sir delivered talk on gender 

equity to all the teaching and nonteaching 

faculty of SPCOP. Our Principal Sir 

always offers a delicious food to all staff 

members on this important occasion. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narendra_Modi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narendra_Modi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B._R._Ambedkar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue_of_Equality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue_of_Equality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mumbai
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22. CELEBRATION OF MAHARASHTRA DAY  

Maharashtra Day was celibrated  on 

1stMay in premises of Shri Gajanan 

Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy.  This day was celebrated in 

many countries around the state. 

Maharashtra Day or Maharashtra Diwas is 

an annual festival observed in the state of 

Maharashtra. Celebrated every year on the 

1st of May, the day marks the formation of 

the state of Maharashtra. Political speeches 

and parades celebrating the culture and 

tradition of Maharashtra constitute an 

important part of the day. On this day, 57 

years ago, the existing state of 

Maharashtra was formed. The States 

Reorganisation Act, 1956, defined 

boundaries for states within India on the 

basis of languages. Maharashtra Day is 

being celebrated every year to widely 

spread a message about the Importance of 

science used in the daily life of the 

Students. On this day Principal sir 

delivered talk on Importance Maharashtra 

Day of in our day today life to all the 

teaching and nonteaching faculty of 

SPCOP. 
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23. CELEBRATIONS OF GANDHI JAYANTI 

SGMSPM’S Sharadchandra Pawar college 

of pharmacy, Otur   celebrate the national 

festival, as Gandhi Jayanti  on 2nd October 

2016.  The Celebrations commenced with 

garlanding of Gandhiji’s Portrait by 

Students and faculty members. At the 

starting of the Pragramme Dr. G.Y. Dama 

sir, Principal  of  Sharadchandra Pawar  

College of Pharmacy, address with 

students regarding  life  incidence of 

Mahatma Gandhi  and  his valuable work 

for nation.  Later, some students of 

Pharmacy college shared incidence from 

Gandhiji’s life and how he is ideal of our 

nation. HODs, Faculty members also 

spoke on the occasion. Programme was 

ended with vote of thanks by Mr.Jayant 

Bidkar. As per Gandhiji’s Morals students 

of SPCOP always participate in the 

Swachata Abhiyan. In this students use to 

clean all the college campus. From this 

event they come to know about the 

importance of cleanliness & hygiene in 

their life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24. CELEBRATIONS OF INDEPENDENCE DAY 

The Independence Day Celebration was 

observed with jest and patriotism at 

ShriGajananMaharajShikshanPrasarakMan

dal’sSharadchandraPawarCollege of 

Pharmacy on 15th August 2016. A large 

number of students were pre-sent along 

with staff members to mark this event. 

Event was conducted in the gracious 

presence of Bhaskarsheth Dumbare, 

Vaibhav Tambe, Gulabanna Dumbre. The 

function began at 08: 00 A.M. with march-

past and unfurling the national tri-color by 

respected Secretory of SGMSPM. It was 

followed by saluting and presenting 

patriotic songs in its honor National Flag. 

Later Principal addressed the gathering on 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Youth_Day_(India)
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this occasion, with a soul-stirring speech 

regarding the role of students in present 

scenario for national development, 

corruption, Black money. The 

Independence Day celebration was 

culminated with National Anthem. The 

complete event received an enthusiastic 

support from the whole student and staff 

members. The celebration was 

accomplished with a refreshment and tea 

offered by college management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25. CELEBRATIONS OF SHAHEED DAY 

In the premises of Shri Gajanan Maharaj 

Shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy has organized "Shaheed Day". 

A freedom fighter, he was considered to be 

one of the most famous revolutionaries of 

the Bharatiya Independence movement. 

For this reason, he is often referred to as 

'Shaheed' (martyr) Bhagat Singh. At such 

a young age, if anyone was smiling just 

before being hanged to death, it was 

Martyr Bhagat Singh. The freedom fighter 

is credited with popularising the 

catchphrase "Inquilab zindabad" (Long 

live the revolutions). Lastly the college 

students placed candles near Bhagat 

Singh’s photograph.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/National-Youth-Day
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26. CELEBRATION OF SWAMI VIVEKANANDA JAYANTI 

The Birth anniversary of Swami 

Vivekananda, which is marked as National 

Youth Day was celebrated in 

Sharadchandra Pawar  College of 

Pharmacy, Otur on 12th January 2017. The 

celebrations commenced with the 

garlanding of Swamiji's portrait by  

students. Participating as chief guest, 

Principal Dr. G.Y. Dama  said the 

illustrious life and deeds of Swami 

Vivekananda were an inspiration for all. 

He also said that the development of the 

country depends on the youth and asked 

the youngsters to emulate Swami 

Vivekananda.  He addressed the students 

and threw light on the life of Swami 

Vivekananda. Giving reference of world 

famous Chicago conference, he said that 

Vivekananda was the only saint who is 

perceived as Vishwaguru. Vivekananda 

addressed the Chicago conference with 

such humble words, “My sisters and 

brothers of America “, that it touched the 

soul of all present there in Chicago.In the 

end, Mr. Bidkar Jayant  presented vote of 

thanks. 
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27. AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAMME 

Sharadchandra Pawar college of pharmacy 

has celebrate world AIDS Awerness on 

14th January 2017 to create awareness 

about AIDS-a dreadful disease, among the 

people in the community. A number of 

activities were organized not only to mark 

significance of maintaining good health 

but also for causes & prevention of AIDS. 

The people were made aware and educated 

to handle the situation if someone in the 

family suffers from the disease. All  

B.Pharm students had participated in 

seminar and it was delivered by Dr.Gaykar 

vaibhav (Chaitanya Hospital, Otur). The 

seminar was ended with vote of thanks by 

Mr. Devhadrao N.V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

28. CELEBRATIONS OF NATIONAL EDUCATION DAY 

National Education Day of India is 

celebrated on 11 November every year. 

Principal of SPCOP, Dr. G.Y. Dama sir 

delivered a talk on this occasion. He 

discussed that Maulana fought for 

country’s freedom and in 1912, he started 

a weekly journal in Urdu called Al-Hilal to 

increase the revolutionary recruits. For his 

contribution – both as an educationist as a 

freedom fighter – he was awarded the 

Bharat Ratna in 1992. He strongly 

advocated the education of women. In 

1949, in the Central Assembly, he 

emphasised the importance of imparting 

instruction in modern sciences and 

knowledge. National Education Day is 

celebrated every year. In premises of Shri 

Gajanan Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak 

Mandal’s  ̧ Sharadchandra Pawar College 

of Pharmacy, Otur on 11 November 2016.  

In memory of Maulana Abdul Kalam 

Azad.  Various programs are organized on 
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this day to spread awareness about 

education so that student can become 

aware of & attracted to further education. 

Maula Abdul Kalam was born on 11th 

Nov. 1888.  The Ministry of Human 

Resource Development (MHRD) had 

decided to celebrate Nov.11 as National 

Education Day every year. Maulana Abdul 

kalam Azad the first education minister of 

India & established the University Grant 

Commission (UGC) after India 

Independence. He established higher 

educational Institutions & worked for free 

education in the country. In this way we 

celebrate National Education Day with full 

of educational awareness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29. YOGA AND MEDITATION 

Sharadchandra Pawar college of pharmacy 

by organizing a special yoga session in 

which along with the Principal and 

Director awareness and ignite a passion for 

fitness and yoga among the students 

present day when students face stress, 

tension, fear, etc. A few minutes of Yoga 

during the day can be a great way to get 

rid of stress that accumulates daily-in both 

the body and mind. Yoga postures, 

Pranayama techniques to release stress. 

Meditation is Relaxation which gives calm 

mind, good concentration and 

Rejuvenation of the body and mind etc. 

inside our college premises on 80 students 

of our college along with effectively 

performed the various hard and easy 

instructor Mr. Ajit Nalawade and his two 

gentle and friendly trainees. On 21st June, 

2016.  
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30. REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

Shri Gajanan Maharaj Shikshan Prasarak 

Mandal’s Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy witnessed the celebration of the 

68th Republic Day on the 26th January, 

2017. Students, Staff and Faculty members 

filled with a feeling of patriotism and 

dedication gathered in front of the 

building. The celebration started with the 

hoisting of the National Flag by the 

Bhaskarsheth Dumbare. In his speech, he 

highlighted the importance of the 

Constitution and its unique features such 

as Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, 

Democratic and Republic enshrined in the 

preamble of the constitution. He also gave 

an insight on the various accomplishments 

achieved by college and motivated the 

crowd for bringing more laurels for the 

college through their accomplishments. 

The speech was followed by the National 

Anthem. The program ended with the 

message to create a great nation through 

collective efforts from all individual. 

Sweets were distributed among all the 

guests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

31. CHAITNYA MAHARAJ PALKHI 

On the occasion of Ashadhi Ekadashi 

every year Shri Gajanan Maharaj Shikshan 

Prasarak Mandal’s Sharadchandra Pawar 

College of Pharmacy took this wonderful 

opportunity of presenting this traditional 

Chaitnya Maharaj palkhi. Shri Chaitnya 

Maharaj palkhi starts from Otur & ends 

with Pandharpur. This event was brought 

into existence to sensitize the young minds 

with traditional integrity amongst each 

other. This programme was ended with 

Vote of thanks by Principal, Dr. G. Y. 

Dama to the Management of SGMSPM’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy, all Teaching and Non-Teaching 

staff for their support to organize this 

programme.  
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32. FRESHER’S PARTY CELEBRATION 

‘SWAPNANKUR’, The Fresher’s Party 

was an event organised by second year 

senior for the new comers. This is to 

welcome the fresher. Fresher’s parties 

generally consist of dance programs, 

speeches, drama, etc and also food. They 

are to introduce the fresher to the their 

senior as well. It generally happens after 

few days of the beginning of college of the 

first year.“Welcome Party” in 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy College is an event for which 

every FRESHER eagerly awaits from their 

time of admission. The 31st of August 

2016 was as a memorable day in the life of 

every fresher of B. Pharm. First year batch 

2016-17 at Sharadchandra Pawar college 

of Pharmacy. The celebration started at 

sharp 11.00amNilam Garden, Dingor by 

our anchors Rahul Dighe & Panchami 

Hirave with the warm welcome of all the 

dignitaries present in the function. Before 

starting of programme, all the Freshers 

were welcomed by seniors with roses and 

Pharmacy Oath. The entire event was 

covered by the Second Year B. Pharm. 

team with the guidance of Principal 

Dr.Dama sir &  Cultural Incharge Mrs. 

Shital J. Bidkar with   their excellent 

photography skills. At the end of the 

programme all the students enjoyed with 

delicious food and D. J. 
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33. CELEBRATIONS OF GANESH UTSAV  

Ganesh Chaturthi is one of the major 

festivals of India, which is largely 

celebrated in the western Indian state of 

Maharashtra. This festival continues for 10 

long days and involves great fun and 

enjoyment. People await this festival for 

the whole year to celebrate it with great 

enthusiasm. The occasion is also known as 

the Vinayak Chaturthi and is a major 

Hindu festival. In order to let the students 

stay rooted with Indian culture, 

Sharadchandra Pawar college of Pharmacy 

celebrates various festivals on campus. 

Ganesh Festival is one of it. On 5th Sep. 

2016 on the occasion of ‘Ganesh 

Chaturthi’ with full enthusiasm SPCOP 

staff and students installed the ‘Ganesha 

idol’ in the institute for 5 days. These 5 

days were filled with grand ‘aartis’, 

delicious prashad and lots of blessing from 

‘Ganpati Bappa’. On 5th day, traditionally 

dressed SPCOP students and staff with 

‘Fhetas’ participated in Ganpati immersion 

rally. The entire event was covered by the 

ThirdYear B. Pharm. Gymkhana 

committee members with the guidance of 

Principal Dr. Dama sir & cultural Incharge 

Mrs. Shital J. Bidkar with   their excellent 

photography skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34. DANDIYA CELEBRATION 

Garba Night celebrated during Navaratri 

festival.  Students understood the 

importance of unity while SPCOP is 

organizing such kind ofevent. 

Sharadchandra pawar college of Pharmacy 

has conducted Dandiya Celebration on 

8thSeptember 2016 at SPCOP ground.  The 

chief guest of the event was Honourable 
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Secretory of Shri Gajanan Maharaj 

Prasarak Mandal, Mr. Vaibhav Tambe Sir.  

All the students of SPCOP took part in the 

celebration. In and around 240 students 

participated in the same event including 

teaching and nonteaching staff of SPCOP.  

The entire event was covered by the Third 

Year B. Pharm. Gymkhana committee 

members with the guidance of Principal 

Dr. Dama sir & cultural Incharge Mrs. 

Shital J. Bidkar with   their excellent 

photography skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35. TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION 

Our college students celebrate teacher’s 

day every year on 5th sept. in college 

premises. Students express their gratitude 

and appreciation for their teacher’s on this 

day. This day is dedicated to Dr. 

Sarwapalli Radhakrishnan - second 

president of India. The great academic 

philosopher and one of the most well 

known scholar president of India and 

above all a teacher. As tribute to this great 

teacher his birthday has been observed as 

teacher’s day. A celebration conducted at 

our college Shri Gajanan Maharaj 

Shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy celebration of "Teacher’s Day" 

by students on 5th September. The whole 

function was planned by Mr. Dhawale 

Pankaj (general Secretory). All teaching & 

non-teaching staff and also all participated 

students were appreciated by giving Pen 

and Rose as our token of love.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/National-Youth-Day
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36. FAREWELL CEREMONY 

A farewell ceremony was arranged in 

honour of the outgoing students of 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy College on 8thApril 2017. 

Farewell party was organized for the Final 

Year B. Pharm students at MTDC Resort, 

Malshej Ghat, Dist. Thane. The students of 

Third year along with other junior students 

organized it. The function began at 6 p.m. 

with the Sarasvati Pooja. Principal 

Dr.Dama G. Y. sir wished good luck to the 

final year students for their future. He also 

expressed his hope that students will 

continue holding best positions in 

upcoming university exams. Best outgoing 

student has Mr. Prashant Jamghare was 

awarded by Best Outgoing Student of the 

year 2016-17 of SPCOP. been selected on 

the basis of their Academic ranking 

throughout four years, research 

contribution, cultural as well as sports 

participation, sincerity or punctuality and 

overall behaviour with teaching faculty 

and students.  Token of love and 

appreciation was given to the students by 

the college in Memento distribution 

ceremony.  The entire event was covered 

by the Third Year B. Pharm. Gymkhana 

committee members with the guidance of 

Principal Dr.Dama sir & cultural Incharge 

Mrs. Shital J. Bidkar with   their excellent 

photography skills. 
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37. CELEBRATION OF SHIV JAYANTI 

Shiv Jayanti was celebrated by students of 

Sharadchandra Pawar College of 

Pharmacy, with great enthusiasm and 

respect to Chattrapati Shivaji Maharaj on 

19th February, 2017. The Shiv-Jyot was 

brought from Shivneri, Junnar by our 

students. Various cultural programs & 

student lectures took place during this 

function. In 2017 Annual Gathering was 

started from 18th of February, so Shiv 

Jayanti also celebrated during gathering 

schedule. Students performed various 

cultural programmes on the occasion of 

Shiv Jayanti. All students of SPCOP 

actively participated in the Shiv Jayanti 

Programme. 
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38. ALUMNI MEET REPORT 2016-17 

Alumni Association of Sharadchandra 

Pawar college of Pharmacy, Otur, Pune, 

was conducted on 12th of March 2017. 

Alumni association is the primary 

communication link between the college 

and our alumni. It is our goal to encourage 

and foster lifelong alumni involvement and 

commitment. We SPCOP are working 

towards creating opportunities to network, 

share nostalgic moments, help our juniors 

and be partner in the growth of SPCOP. 

The program was started with a welcome 

address by Mr. Jayant S. Bidkar, Associate 

Professor, Department of Pharmacognosy, 

SPCOP, Otur followed by a video 

presentation showcasing the growth of the 

campus over the years. Dr. Dama G.Y., 

Principal, SPCOP, Otur, addressed the 

gathering and gave a brief report on the 

achievements of the campus including 

achievements of present students & 

teaching faculty. Dr. Dama Sir also 

stressed on the need of alumni to actively 

come forward for initiatives for connecting 

with each other and sharing more 

information related to placements for 

fellow alumni as they can be a great 

networking resource. Different cultural 

programs and games were conducted by 

the current students as part of the meet 

which ended with group photo session. 

Student council committee & Alumni 

Functional committee were in charge for 

organizing & co-coordinating the whole 

event. The entire event was covered by the 

Third Year B. Pharm. Gymkhana 

committee members with the guidance of 

Principal Dr. Dama sir & cultural Incharge 

Mrs. Shital J. Bidkar with   their excellent 

photography skills.  

 

https://www.amrita.edu/faculty/aneeshtp
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THE IMPORTANCE OF REPITITION (the way of the bow) 

 
Prof. Jayant S. Bidkar 

HOD, Department of Pharmacognosy, 

SPCOP 

An action is a thought made manifest. 

The slightest gesture betrays us, so we must polish everything, think about details and learn 

the technique in such a way that it becomes intuitive. Intuition has nothing to do with routine, 

but with a state of mind that is beyond technique. So, after much practicing, we no longer 

think about necessary movements: they become part of our own existence. But for this to 

happen you must practice and repeat. And if that isn’t enough, you must repeat and practice. 

Look at a windmill. To someone who glances at it sails only once, they seem to be moving at 

the same speed, repeating the same movement, but those familiar with windmills know that 

they are controlled by the wind and change direction if necessary. 

The archer allows many arrows to go far beyond the target, because he knows that he will 

only learn the importance of bow, posture, string and target, by repeating his gestures 

thousands of time and by not being afraid to make mistakes. And then comes the moment 

when he no longer has to think about what he is doing. From then on, the archer becomes his 

bow, his arrow and his target. Once the arrow has been shot, there is nothing more the archer 

can do, except follow its path to the target. Therefore, the archer keep his eyes fixed on the 

flight of the arrow, but his heart rest and he smiles. If he has practiced enough, if he has 

managed to develop his instinct, if he has maintained elegance and concentration throughout 

the whole process of shooting the arrow, he will at that moment, feel the presence of the 

universe and will see that his action was just and deserved. 

Technique allows the hands to be ready, the breathing to be precise and the eyes to be trained 

on the target, instinct allows the moment of release to be perfect. Anyone passing nearby and 

seeing the archer with his arms open, his eyes following the arrow, will think that nothing is 

happening. But his allies know that the mind of the person who made the shot has changed 

dimensions: it is now in touch with the whole universe. The mind continues to work, learning 

all the positive things about that shot, correcting possible errors, accepting its good qualities 

and waiting to see how the target reacts when it is hit. A warrior of light, once he has done 

and transformed his intention into gesture, need fear nothing else: he has done what he should 

have done. He did not allow himself to be paralysed by fear. Even if the arrow failed to hit 

the target, he will have another opportunity, because he did not give in to cowardice.  
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THE SECRET OF SUCCESS IN LIFE 

Pankaj Dhavale 

B.Pharm. Final year 

 

It is not immediately obvious what it means to be successful in life. The term is used 

generally to describe a professional success that is, signal achievement at work, indicated in 

part, but only in part, by having made a lot of money. Sometimes success mean's 

preeminence in politics or science or sports in a manner that does not necessarily imply 

financial attainment, but rather public recognition. Those who become famous in the art or by 

virtue of charitable acts or acts by bravery are thought to be successful also. That is not what 

most people means by success, but a good case can be made for that achievement being 

especially important and different societies have regarded the work by bringing up the next 

generation as critically important. 

Let me say what I mean by success: Success is the ability of individual to reach their 

own goals and achieve their own purpose which keeps oneself alive and feel happy in long 

life. I do not mean goals such as becoming a movie star or winning the Nobel Prize in 

literature or becoming President of India or simply making more than everybody else. 

There is one overriding quality of mind and personality that weighs more strongly 

than anything else in determining eventual success. It is character. Eventual success depends 

more than anything else on the ability to keep striving in the face of disappointment and 

rejection and failure. 

I have been struck over the years by how many people fail despite growing up with all 

the advantages of money and good health and by how many other start off impaired and 

impeded by emotion and physical illness and being born into dysfunctional and abusive 

families and still manage to succeed. 

A man who could not attend school growing up because of a phobia which then 

prevented him from leaving his neighborhood, but who ended up owing three or four food 

franchises  

I remember a very troubled young man who managed to overcome from drug addiction just 

by recalling his mother voice which was recorded by his father after his mother death. 

 

“I find myself admiring these people who seem to surmount insurmountable difficulties 

simply by not giving up. They suffer embarrassment and sometimes humiliation and yet 

they do not give up”. 
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YOU CAN’T RIDE THIS BICYCLE (because your brain won’t let you) 

 

Pradna Naykodi 

B.Pharm Final Year 

 

People often say that doing something after you haven’t done it for a long time “is just like a 

riding bicycle”.  

This is essentially saying that once you have managed to do something, it’s a lot easier to do 

again.In the future people tries to find out why almost everyone fails at the simple task of 

riding a bicycle i.e. just slightly different from ones. Everyone knows how to ride: when steer 

in one direction, the wheel moves in the opposite direction. The problem with this is that 

while your brain is very good at learning new skills through repetition, this can leave it stuck 

with a bias. When it is faced with a new problem which is similar to one it has previously 

mastered, it will automatically try to use the previous solutions. This will happened even if 

the person has the information on how to come to the solutions: the brain will still try to use 

the previous understanding. And here is the reason; neuro scientist tells us that our brain is 

less than 5% of body mass however it consumes more than 20% of the body’s energy. The 

brain less energy to hold on to old beliefs  and habit then it does to start from scratch 

.emotions play a big part in the process when we hear evidence or stories which confirm a 

belief , we often feel more secure and confident. The opposite is also true.  

So seek out opposing points of view and spent time understanding how they are 

developed. Even one should try to understandi.e., brain will tell him the opposite ideas are 

wrong, misinformed or stupid to get rid of from this kind of problems. When you are setting 

yourself and innovation or idea challenge, always ask yourself how someone without your 

knowledge would approach a problem. This is called ‘’Vuja De”, where you approach 

everything as if it’s the first time you have experienced it, and it can provide you with 

significant in sights.  

So “RIDE AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE, OR AS LONG; OR AS SHORT AS YOU 

FEEL, BUT RIDE”. 
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